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INTRODUCTION

The applications accessing multimedia systems and content
over the Web have grown immensely in the past five years.
Furthermore, many end users can easily use tools to
synthesize and edit multimedia information. Thus, security
has become one of the most significant problems for
distributing new information technology. It is necessary to
prevent illegal copying, misappropriation, and mis-
representation of digital audio, images, and video because
they can be so easily copied and multiplied without
information loss. It’s also important to determine where and
how much a multimedia file differs from its original. Thus,
a need exists for developing technology that will help protect
the integrity of digital content and secure the intellectual-
property rights of owners.

Watermarking is becoming the key method for
protecting digital elements such as image, video, and sound.
Digital watermarking embeds a signal into the original
element, and the signal uniquely identifies the owner. This
requires security solutions for such fields as distributed
production processes and e-commerce because the
producers seek to provide access control mechanisms to
prevent their material’s misuse and theft. Many authors,
publishers and providers of multimedia data are reluctant
to put their work on internet because the ease of reproducing
digital data in their exact original form is likely to encourage
copyright violation, data misappropriation and abuse.
Therefore, creators and distributors of digital data are
actively seeking reliable solutions to the problems
associated with copyright protection of multimedia data.
Watermarking can be one of the best solutions of this
problem.

WATERMARKING DEVELOPMENT

The rapid growth of digital imagery, coupled with
the intensive network activity on the web, have generated
interest in the development of effective protection
mechanisms. But the development of watermarking is rather
new: despite important efforts, the terminology is not yet
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completely established [1], even the purpose of
watermarking is not identical in many different domains [2].
Therefore several propositions have been made which may
look as competing but are indeed addressing different
problems. Even more, as many as modern uses of multimedia
documents are still in their infancy, many of the possible
attacks against property of images and video documents are
still to be invented(it is the case for instance with new audio-
visual objects).

The challenge of the evolution of watermarking is
related to the information-preserving transformations.
Watermarks and attacks on watermarks are two sides of the
same coin. A watermark’s goal is to be secured and robust
enough to preserve the digital data’s value. However,
watermark protection’s goal is to be robust enough to resist
attack but not at the expense of altering the value of the data
being protected. On the other hand, the goal of the attack is
to remove the watermark without destroying the protected
data’s value. From the communication viewpoint, a
watermark can be defeated in two ways : erasure/alteration
and jamming. In the first case, an attacker estimates a portion
of the watermark and removes or alter enough of it so that it
cannot be reliably detected. The second case, jamming refers
to document alterations that do not remove the watermark
but make it more difficult to detect.

CURRENT WATERMARKING TECHNIQUES

Digital watermarking is a technology capable of solving
important practical security problems. It’s a multidisciplinary
field that combines media and signal processing with
cryptography, communication theory, coding theory, signal
compression, and the theory of human perception. Interest
in this field has recently increased because of the wide
spectrum of applications it addresses. Although researchers
have proposed a wide variety of techniques, it’s difficult to
classify the approaches and measure their quality.

In[3], a system is purposed to authenticate images by
an authentication agent. The most significant bits are signed
and the signature with name of owner and privacy enhanced
data are placed into least significant bit plane. A similar
approach is used in [4], where a checksum is computed for
the seven most significant bit planes and then hidden in
randomly chosen least significant bits.

In [5], authors add a signal in spatial domain by slightly
modifying the intensity level of randomly selected pixels.
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In[6-11] digital equivalent of microdot and human visual
system approach is used.

A method in which attacker can attempt to construct
an approximation to watermark by taking advantage of inter-
pixel correlation is described in [12]. The attack is applicable
to watermarking techniques based on the addition of pseudo
noise signal. The common design requirements applied in
all digital watermarking techniques is explained in [13].
Current Watermarking techniques also make use of
Wavelets, Curvelets, DCT coefficients, Fourier transforms
and Spread spectrum techniques [14-19].

WATERMARKING CLASSIFICATION

To better manage digital content security, researchers have
evolved watermark processing in three categories according
to specific applications’ requirements: robust, fragile, and
semifragile watermarks.

Robuts watermarking resist attempts to remove or
destroy the watermark. Primary applications are copyright
protection and content tracking. Fragile watermarks can be
easily destroyed. Authentication applications use such kinds
of watermarks. The semifragile approach combines the
properties of robust and fragile watermarks to tolerate some
degree of change (quantization noise from lossy
compression) to the watermarked digital content. The
semifragile watermark can localize regions of digital content
that have been tampered, and it distinguishes them from
regions that are still authentic. Thus, a semifragile watermark
can distinguish between localized tampering and
information-preserving, lossy transformations.

Application-Based Classification

We have identified the following, general watermarking
classes based on application areas for digital watermarking.

• Copyright watermarks mark the data with an owner
or producer identification.

• Fingerprint watermarks mark the data with
customer identification to track and trace legal or
illegal copies.

• Copy control or broadcast watermarks ensure
copyrights with customer rights protocols (for
example, for copy or receipt control).

• Annotation watermarks embed annotations or
descriptions of the data’s value of content..

• Integrity watermarks ensure the data’s integrity and
recognize manipulations.

What Next ?

No single standard has prevailed for digital watermarking,
and it remains to be seen whether one standard or open

standards will in fact triumph. Proponents for a single
technology standard argue that this focus would allow
standardization across the industry and sufficient effort
dedicated to developing a secure, reliable technology.
Proponents of open standards feel that competition in
research and development is necessary to keep the
technology progressing. With competition, firms and
researchers will need to keep innovating and improving their
technologies to beat competitors. Thus, consumers would
benefit from the best, most evolved, and innovative digital
watermarking technologies.
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